Fighting against acquired immunodeficiency syndrome with Chinese medicine: a perspective from China.
Continuing expansion of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) pandemic has been recognized as an exceptional challenge to global health. Taking highly active antiretroviral treatment (HAART), a confirmed effective treatment, has its limitations. While a much cheaper and potential treatment-the Chinese medicine (CM) has not been paid enough attention from the worldwide. We explained the CM viewpoints about pathology and etiology to answer some questions about whether and how CM can treat AIDS. Some herbal formulae and their targeted patterns and common symptoms were also introduced. Chinese government has realized the important role of CM as an independent therapy for early management, bolstering immune-system functions depressed by HIV, and has funded large randomized double-blind controlled clinical trials to more accurately assess the benefits, and valued the fundamental research to establish a quantitative standardization of pattern diagnosis. Researchers of CM are looking for cooperation with all the world's top experts in the areas of AIDS and immunity to strive for victories in the fight against AIDS.